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Proteograph™ product suite delivers a robust,
Deep and rapid plasma proteomics

, 

Integrating automation, machine learning 
and intelligent acquisition Improving data acquisition and reproducibility

Ø Training on historical data sets and informed and prioritized MS acquisition can lead to sample-specific enhanced
peptide/protein identification (ID) rates as well as reduced DDA stochasticity in repeated injections. However,
search engine bias and biological variance across samples make the generalization of the approach challenging.

Ø Nanoparticles can be characterized as having both specific and generalized enrichment behaviors. This
information can be used to tune instruments to increase orthogonality across panels maximizing ID rates. We aim
to improve this approach by incorporating enrichment scores in target candidate selection with the machine
learning process.

Ø Automation of this MS acquisition approach enables higher throughput and minimizes user errors.

Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (LCMS) remains the ubiquitous detection 
technology in proteomics

Solution
Simple methodical automated reproducible targeted (SMARt) MS

Proteograph Product Suite

An API, informed acquisition and automation workflow

Retention 
time modeling

Figure 4. Deep Learning achieves more accurate retention time predictions. Targeting peptides from historical data is challenging because of the 
variable nature of chromatography conditions. Our automated platform uses the sequence information and predicts the retention times of the current 
chromatography set up using AutoRT (Wen et al. 2020). We compared this method to achrom, additive model of polypeptide chromatography (Goloborodko 
et al. 2013, Levitsky et al. 2018), and found that AutoRT finds more accurate (tighter) retention time predictions.

Conclusion and future directions

Informed acquisition increases reproducibility of results

Figure 6. SMARt increases consistencies across replicates. SMARt acquisition increases the peptide identification consistency between replicates for 
targeted peptides compared to all discovered peptides.

High throughput untargeted Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) remains the predominant MS acquisition method due 
to its ability to sample thousands of proteins in a single injection. However, sampling bias and stochasticity hinder in-
depth plasma proteome characterization. Alternative approaches such as Data-Independent Acquisition (DIA) reduce 
sampling bias but require sensitive deconvolution algorithms with high specificity and sensitivity. Furthermore, and 
DIA detection of PTMs and peptide variant detection remains a challenge, although recent advances in processing 
algorithms shows lots of promises (Martin Steger et al. Nature Communications, 2021)

Figure 1. DDA vs. DIA. Data-dependent and data-independent acquisition differ in how they sample ions in the chromatographic space (Sinitcyn et al. Annu
Rev Biomed Data Sci, 2018).

Challenge

Improved peptide detection rate using informed acquisition
FragPipe (MSFragger + Philosopher)

Figure 5. SMARt yields more peptide identification. Improvements by SMARt are seen across nanoparticle panel with robustness and across different 
Bioinformatic workflows (Kong et al. 2017). Above results are for 60 min LC gradient using PharmaFluidics 50 cm µPAC™ GEN1 column at 1% FDR.
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From sample to peptides, for analysis on most LC-MS instruments

Future innovation with SMARt

Figure 7. Detectability of enriched and common peptides across 5-
nanoparticles. Different peptides from proteins across plasma proteome’s 
wide dynamic range are enriched for detectability by different nanoparticles. 
This allows for further refinement of SMARt for specific nanoparticles to 
further maximize instrument duty cycle.

Figure 8. Significant variability in MS1 feature space. An outstanding 
challenge for SMARt is to define target lists that overcome biological 
variability. Above data shows on different biological samples, sometimes 
there is little overlap with target list even for very wide retention time 
windows (suggesting the peptides are not found in the data).
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Leveraging the latest instrumentation duty cycle advancements by informed data acquisition including:

Ø Mining Seer database for historical identifications

Ø Applying deep learning for charge state and retention time predictions

Ø Automated workflow to dynamically correct expected retention times based on current chromatography conditions
Ø Untargeted DDA MS data acquisition using an informed acquisition approach

SMARt targeting

Figure 2. A) Max Peptide Features. B) Unique Peptide Features using 
Hardklor and Kronik respectively (Hoopmann et al., 2012). DDA 
requires efficient de-isotoping (averagine modeling) and proper dynamic 
exclusion to sufficiently sample the data within MS system duty cycle limits.

Dense MS1 feature space

Figure 3. Instrument configuration for DDA and SMARt. Custom 
configuration allows prioritizing SMARt, while sharing duty cycle and other 
features like dynamic exclusion with standard DDA.
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